Exhibition Spaces

The dimension guide to UICA exhibition spaces.
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Lobby
Lobby

Features:
Electrical Outlets
Data Outlets
Natural Light
Lobby

Key:
- Electrical Outlet
- Data Outlet

Entrance

14'8"

29'9"
Portals

Features:
Electrical Outlets
Natural Light
Portals

Features:
Electrical Outlets
Natural Light
Portals

Key:
Electrical Outlet
Data Outlet

Notes:
Measurements indicate space available for installation on walls.
Lobby & Portals

Key:
- Electrical Outlet
- Data Outlet

Entrance

67’3”

14’8”
Portals
Portals
Notes:
Measurements indicate space available for installation on walls.
Features:
Suspension Points
Electrical Outlets
Natural Light

Notes:
Suspension point measurements are the same on each of the 6 cross beams.
Living Room

Key:
Electrical Outlet

15'1"
97'5"
Cases
Cases

Features:
Natural Light
Cases

Notes:
Showing vinyl applied to Case 2 windows and furniture that is currently present in Living Room.
Cases

Living Room

Case 1  Case 2  Case 3  Case 4  Case 5  Case 6
Cases

Case 1

Case 2

Cases 3, 4, 5, 6

4 & 5 both have an electrical outlet
Cases

Notes:
Only middle window panel opens.
Galleries

Gallery C  Gallery D  Gallery E  Gallery F

Gallery B

Gallery A
Gallery A

Features:
- Electrical Outlets
- Data Outlets
Gallery B

**Features:**
- Electrical Outlets
- Data Outlets
Gallery C

Features:
- Electrical Outlets
- Data Outlets

YOU ARE HERE

17'10" x 21'1" x 12'
Gallery D

Features:
- Electrical Outlets
- Data Outlets
Gallery E

Features:
Electrical Outlets
Data Outlets

YOU ARE HERE
Gallery F

Features:
- Electrical Outlets
- Data Outlets
Galleries

Measurements